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‘For when they shall say, Peace and Safety; then Sudden Destruction cometh upon them, as
Travail upon a Woman with Child; and they shall not Escape’. -1 Thessalonians 5:3

The purpose of this study is to provide an analysis of the U.N. Statue that was erected
on November 9, 2021 outside the Visitor’s Plaza in New York City on behalf of the
Mexican Government. Why the issue has come-up is that one was asked to see if,
indeed it had or has any Biblical Overtones or Prophetic Innuendos. The unveiling of
such a Statue at the U.N. would not carry such a flurry of posting that have suggested,
that the ‘Creature’ resembles the Beast of the Bible books of Daniel 7 and Revelation
13. Interestingly, the event did not gather much Main Stream News Coverage either.
It has been only the Alternative Media, and mainly Christian End Times type of sources
that have written or made videos about it. One would venture to guess why the event
was not given the time of day in the Main Stream News; because of what exactly the
Statue is supposed to convey in its Message. And that is? The Beast is here, as in the
United Nation AntiChrist is about to be Debuted through a Door. One is of the opinion,
based on one’s background study, familiarity and one who studies the Hidden Symbols
of the Occult and Luciferians that indeed, it is just that. In contrast, those that would not
know how to see or notice such Motifs would consider this piece of art, as just that.
Afterall, the U.N. Grounds is full of other type of Statues, but that convey a Message.
That is exactly the point of this study. What is the Message of this Statue from the State
of Oaxaca? (Wa-Ha-Ka) The Message is that the Luciferian ‘Savior’ is at the proverbial
Door to be Debuted. He is here and so is his New United Nations Order. It has been the
U.N. that has spearheaded this ‘Great Work’, at least since World War 2. And its
Mission? To foster and guarantee ‘Peace and Security’, of course. After researching
and reading the numerous Articles about the ‘Guardian of Peace and Security’, one
could easily only sense the superficiality in the inquiry and conclusion that basically, the
Statue looks like the Beasts of the Bible, and not anything much more than that.
The aim of this study will be to delve-in, a bit deeper and bring to the forefront the
revealing of the clear Predictive Programing that is occurring in Plain Sight. This event,
was and is deliberate, as all the Luciferian ‘Chess Piece’ moves are. Such are
orchestrated and tied to the Sun, Moon and Star’s Positions and Conjunctions, for
example. Even the specific Day and Time are carefully chosen, as it will be revealed.
Nothing is without detail as it is important for them to follow their Demonic Protocols that
are ensuring their Great Plan succeeds. And what is that Great Plan or Work?
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One Planet Under God
According to the Bible, the aim of Lucifer is to Debut his ‘Beast’. It will be to finish the
Tower of Babel and unite the Nations under 1 Temple. This ‘Beast’ will be a Man, but no
ordinary Man. He will be the Antithesis or the Anti-Christ as in ‘in place of’ Jesus Christ,
the True Christ and soon to return to vanquish this same Luciferian Son of Perdition.
The aim of the U.N. Globalists is to present a World ready to receive and Worship this
Man as the True ‘LORD’ and ‘Savior’ of Humanity, but a New Humanity, a Hybrid. How?
For context, 1st, the following list will summarize why one is convinced that this event is
signaling the soon Door and Debut of the AntiChrist. He is alive and well on Planet
Earth. For the past several years, there has been increasing signaling and occurrences,
Astronomically Above and Geo-Politically Below of the accelerated pace of a ‘Door’ and
Debut of the AntiChrist to come. The following list will summarize these signaling of a
Door and Debut of the coming Luciferian AntiChrist, known Biblically as the ‘Beast’.
_______________________________
Tweet Posted by the U.N. Account.
1:01 PM · Nov 9, 2021·Twitter Web App
A guardian for international peace and security sits on the Visitor's Plaza outside #UN
Headquarters. The guardian is a fusion of jaguar and eagle and donated by the
Government of Oaxaca, Mexico @MexOnu. It is created by artists Jacobo and Maria
Angeles.
UN Photo/Manuel Elías pic.twitter.com/q8SSsQhz1L
— United Nations Photo (@UN_Photo) November 9, 2021
fusion” of a jaguar and an eagle
_______________________________
1. ‘Birth of a New Star’
There was evidence of Astronomical Signs of this coming ‘Beast’ Debut. Articles were
being written about it since January 2019. It was about the ‘Birth of a New Star’ in the
Cygnus Constellation. The Binary Star System, KIC 9832227 is expected to collide into
each other and ‘Birth’ a New Star. And? It could rival the Bethlehem Star and its
inferences. In fact, some Religious Rabbis of Israel are calling this event the ‘Sign of the
Coming’ of their Messiah. And was not the event of a Biblical Star that which announced
the Debut of a King into the World? Perhaps this very Star that is said that will be able
to be seen with the Naked-Eye, if it materializes is to announce the very year that the
AntiChrist Beast is to come then on the World Scene. When? Sometime in 2022.
Now, it is not to say that exactly on January 1, 2022 is that Day that Time. However,
based on the Rabbinical Calendar, one is of the opinion that such a Debut cannot occur
until the Great Escape and Mass Evacuation of the Bride of Christ occurs first. Why?
Based on 1 interpretation of the End Times Scenarios, it is a Risen Jesus in Heaven
that thereafter takes the Scroll of 7 Seal Judgments and begins to break them. The 1 st
Seal Judgment will be the Debut of this Beast. This suggests a Pre-Tribulation Rapture.
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2. Great Conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn
This involved the meeting of the 2 Giant Gas Planets, in the Face of Capricorn on
December 21, 2020. This was an amazing array of Power and Strength. It was rich in
meaning as it precisely occurred on the Winter Solstice. The Planet Jupiter is the largest
of the Planets and when a Conjunction occurs with any other Planet, the Energies of
such are magnified to the Nth Degree. Saturn then represents what? Father Time, the
Grim Reaper. A changing of a Time, drastically. A Turning Point, Satan, etc. Consider
that then COVID was released and now with the Forced Injections Mandates, it has
become ‘Slaughter’ of Humanity. It is a ‘Soft Genocide’ in progress.
The Conjunction occurred in the Constellation of the Slaughter, of Capricorn. This
signified a coming Time of Great Death. And the end of a ‘Time’. It so happened that the
event occurred in 0 degrees Aquarius. This basically signaled the end of the Age of
Pisces, the Age of the Church and Body of Christ Jesus on Earth. Also, at this precise
time, the Planet Mercury, a Euphemism for the ‘Messenger’, but the God of Money,
Medicine, Media, Music and Thievery, was the Golden Gate, about to go through. Thus,
a Door and Debut Motif. This Astronomical Depiction was signaling that the coming God
of This World with his AntiChrist Beast was at the Door, about to come through.
3. Charles, Prince of Whales COP26 Speech
A particular speech was given at the ‘Climate Action’ COP26 Climate Summit in
Glasgow, Scotland on November 1, 2021. It was on the Day of the Dead and another
connection to Mexico. Prince Charles called or ‘signaled’ for the usual Global
Governance, that to such, is the only way to ‘Save Mother Earth’. And save it from
whom? People. To those that are at his level, the ‘Problem’ they see is just too many
People. And that People are exhausting ‘their’ Natural Resources. They do not believe
ordinary persons have the liberty to be ‘Free and Sovereign’ on Earth.
We also know that countries, many of whom are burdened by growing levels of Debt, simply
cannot afford to go Green. Here we need a vast Military Style Campaign to marsh the strength
of the Global Private Sector, with Trillions at >>> his <<< disposal, far beyond Global GDP. And
with the greatest respect, beyond even the Governments of the World’s Leaders. It offers the
only real prospect of achieving Fundamental Economic Transition. So how do we do it?

To the Globalists, no recognition is given to Father God. For they worship the Creation
rather than the Creator, YHVH. However, Prince Charles has now publicly
acknowledged a ‘Him’ that has Resources and Wealth far greater than Nations. Who is
the ‘He’? Has the Prince become the Herald to this coming Savior ‘Beast’ that will be
needed to ‘Fundamentally Transition the World Economy’? He then elaborated that this
‘He’ has to function above the capacity of World Leaders, as in beyond Human Ability.
4. Guardian of Peace and Security
This ‘Beast’ Statue was unveiled on November 9, 2021. What most, if not all of the
Articles one read stated, is that just how brazen the Motif was made, as ‘In your Face’.
Well, it is because it is at the Door. And this ‘Him’, this ‘Beast’ is about to be Debuted.
Now precisely what day? Not sure but it is being signaled. Consider that the Art Piece,
to some might seem menacing, but to others, it is an amazing composition.
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After all, it did come from Mexico, the Land of Ancient Mythos, Famous Muralists and
Sculptures. But it is also the Land of Legends that state that their Blue-Eyed Blond
Feathered Serpent God would return at the End of Days to ‘Save’ Humanity from Doom.
The colors on the Statue are rich as is the food and the color of its People. However,
despite the Detractors or Scoffers that are saying that those that are seeing more to it
than there really is, are being disingenuous. It could be the honest case that such do not
really know Biblical Prophecy, as to realize why so many in the End Times Community
are ‘Freaking-Out’. And with good reason. It is just another move in their Luciferian
Chess Piece. Consider the date.
5. A 9-11 Cypher
When was the Statue of this Hybrid Creator or ‘Beast’ publicly acknowledged?
According to the Tweet of the Official U.N. Tweeter Account, the day was November 9,
2021. Anything unusual about this Date? Again, to the unsuspected, the Un-Initiated, or
Biblically Illiterate, it was a Clear Cypher. Of what? This was their favorite Motif and
Signature Calling Card of 9-11, in reversed order. November = 11th Month. The Day =
9th. November 9 is also the 313th Day of the Year. Here one sees the ‘Mirror’ of 13,
which is the Number of Rebellion also. Does one start to ‘see’ what is not ‘seen’?
This is ‘evidence’ that the same People behind bringing this sort of Statue to the U.N.
Visitor’s Plaza are one in the same that did 9-11. They are the same who murdered
1000s then and seek to murder Billions now. They are the ones who, with Controlled
Demolition, brought down the 2 Towers then as they are bringing-down the World
Economies in a similar Controlled Demolition now. Why? They seek to ‘Reset’ their New
World Order and make it ready for the Door and Debut of their God and Savior. He is
and will be the Beast whose Empire or Kingdom will be the last Vestiges or Rendition of
the current 4th Beast Hybrid and Metal Empire of Daniel 7 and Revelation 13.
6. Distance to Ground Zero
The Guardian Statue unveiled in the New York City, at the northern side of the U.N.
Complex was placed even to specific ground coordinates. How so? Realize that it was
in New York City that the Hub of the Globalists exist as one of the predominant centers
of Power. The others are Washington D.C., London, Paris, Rome, Jerusalem, etc. How
the unveiling of the Guardian is linked to 9-11 can further be inferred in that the Date, 911 or November 9, 2021, being the 313th Day of the Year also happens to be exactly
the distance to Ground Zero.
It is no mere arbitrary location that such a ‘Beast’ Statue is situated. In this case, the
Esoteric and Luciferian overtones even carry-over to the distance in that it is 3.13
Nautical Miles from the ‘Beast’ to the Plaza where the former Twin Towers once stood.
It is a clear Marker that those who took the 2 Towers down are broadcasting their
‘Signature’. It is as though they are Predictive Programming the incident of who they
were, are and going to be and what they did. And, sadly what they will do again as they
are presently pulling down the ‘Old World’ that the Twin Towers represented. In its
place, rose their 1776 Feet high New World Tower that became a ‘Hybrid’ of the prior 2.
This is then in keeping with Prophetic Theme of how the Final Beast will be a Hybrid.
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7. Next COVID ‘Variant’, Omicron.
Then on November 26, 2021, a new COVID Variant was declared. After 2 years of
perpetual Lockdowns, Extended State of Emergencies, Mandated Masks and Social
Distancing, it appeared COVID was tapering off. Despite proven Science that Variants
are less lethal, it has been the excuse to continue with Tyrannical Measures around the
World. Now, more People dying from the Shots than the Symptoms. But the outcome is
playing right into the Plans of the Luciferians, as the Blame for continued Deaths are
attributed to the ‘Un-Vaccinated’. What many People noticed when the new Variant was
named, was that in the use of the Greek Alphabet, the next Letter would have been Xi.
But this is name of the Chinese Communist Leader who had a hand in releasing the
Bio-Weapon onto the World. But if by Providence, then Omicron was chosen. The Letter
‘O’ means an ‘Eye’, coming from Ancient Phoenician and Paleo-Hebrew. Now the
previous COVID Strain was named Delta. Delta has a value of 4 and its meaning is of a
Door or Portal. So, if one overlays the 2 Letters, one gets a Motif of the ‘Door and a
Debut’ again. So, who is the one coming through it? It is the All Seeing-Eye One at the
Apex of the Capstone in the Unfinished Pyramid of the Builders. It is signaling that their
coming ‘Nimrod’ is to come through the Door, soon to finish what YHVH had interrupted.
Their Great Work then after the Flood was to have the Nations United around their
Temple. It was to build their Tower or Star-Gate. It was not about height, although by
one’s estimation, it was precisely 3x higher than the Burg Khalifa.
8. South Pole Total Solar Eclipse
This Eclipse event occurred over on December 4, 2021. Many saw how that mirrored
the I Pet Goat II depiction of the ‘End of the Journey’ of their AntiChrist Figure that
ended-up in an Antarctica type of place. The Astronomical Array at that time and place
was in Scorpio, which was exactly how it occurred in the short film portraying the
AntiChrist coming out of a ‘Door’ and then to his ‘Debut’ to the World, in anticipated
waiting. But not before the Great Pyramids were destroyed. These represented the
Present World Order that has to be demolished in order for the New Order to begin.
Astronomically, the Scorpion Motif signifies the Enemy and Biblically, that of the
depiction of the War of the Seeds. It is between the Seed of the Woman, whom that
would eventually be a Human Descendant from Eve, Jesus. But also, that just as
miraculous, there would come at the End of Time also a Human Descendant from the
Line of Lucifer, the ‘Beast’ that has been at War throughout all of Human History. Why?
The very Souls, Minds and Bodies of all Humans are at stack. This is what the War is all
about and for. Who will get the Worship? Jesus Christ, or the AntiChrist. Who will get
the Earth and who will ‘Get the Girl’, the Bride of Christ?
_______________________________
The Guardian Statue is itself a Hybrid, a fusion of various other Beasts. This is the
same exact Principle that the Bible teaches is the case since Babylon regarding the
present Ruling World Empires on Earth. How so? In the book of Daniel and Revelation,
Jesus Christ revealed to these 2 Men that since Nebuchadnezzar, there would be 4
World Empires that correlated to Metals and type of Beasts.
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Prophetic Interpretations
There would be a Winged Lion, a Bear, a Leopard, and a Hybrid of them all at the End
of Time. This is exactly what the Guardian Statue conveys, a Winged Lion, a Leopard, a
Bear and a Hybrid of them all to finally Debut as it has ceremoniously now been put at a
‘Door’. This coming 4th Kingdom or World Empire is described as being made-up of 10
Kings or Rulers that are ‘Mixed’ with the Iron and Clay. Some suggest this is in
reference to Fallen Angel DNA being mixed with Humanity as in the Days of Noah.
Since Genesis 3:15, it has been the theme of the Seed Wars. And that is? For Lucifer, it
is to present to Humanity his Counterfeit Savior, Messiah, who was technically a Hybrid
Himself. How so? In the sense that Jesus was 100% but also GOD in the Flesh.
The Son of GOD became Incarnate but had to be separate of Adam’s Blood for that is
what and where Sin had contaminated Humanity with and passes down Genetically to
every Man and Woman. Thus, the need for Immaculate Conception, etc. Now, the
World with Billions have taken their COVID Poison Death Shots that, thanks to mRNA
Technology are having their DNA defaced and is by-passing the Natural Immunity that
has been GOD-Given. But worse, is that Lucifer wishes to ‘Hybridize’ Humanity from the
very ‘Image and Likeness’ of YHVH, at the DNA level of Humans to his own.
Lucifer wishes to introduce this own ‘Image and Likeness’. It is what occurred at the
World Trade Center on 9-11. The Twin Towers, as Double Helixes were Destroyed, and
then fused to become 1 New Tower. Lucifer seeks to Transform and Transition every
Human possible into this counterfeit Human Hybrid. And that is what the U.N. Statue is
conveying, a Hybridization of Humanity, Religion and World Government. But for those
that survive the final Adverse Effects, the COVID Injections are setting the stage for the
‘Reset’. The COVID Injections are not ‘Vaccines’ but part of the plan to prepare
Humanity to receive in their Bodies, the Mark of this coming Bastardized Beast himself.
As one can ascertain, for all the Millennia that Lucifer has strived to achieve his
supposed rightful place and exaltation of his Throne in Heaven and on Earth, the Debut
of Lucifer’s Man, is and will be predicated on the Day and Time of Jesus’ choosing. In
actuality, also, this Door and Debut will be part of a Judgment the World will receive as
they willingly prefer this type of ‘Beast’ Savior than Jesus and what He has to offer,
which is a far Better Deal. And for all the Millenia and even before Genesis, all that
Lucifer will win, is but 42 Months of completely rule on Earth; and not even anything in
Heaven. The World will eventually see the façade that Lucifer, his AntiChrist Beast and
all those that believed and trusted in that ‘LORD and Savior’, are and will be.
They will not be able to deliver on their Alternative Salvation Plan. Their COVID/Mark of
the Beast will backfire and cause People to break-out in painful soars. So painful they
will be that they will seek Death. But in some amazing technological and DNA way, they
will have hacked the Aging Gene. And? People, for 5 months will not be able to
physically die. What an amazing sight that will be. Why? The Eugenicists and Globalists
are going along because to them, they want to ‘Live Forever’. They can download their
Mind in Mechanical Avatars where they can fuse their Mind and Soul with.
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The Other Door and Debut
They think they have broken the Code of Adam and are now therefore Gods in their
own right. But they seek to be ‘Eternal’ only to rule the less than 500,000 Humans as
Despots on Earth. To this end, Lucifer’s last attempt will be to rule in the Flesh through
the Debut of his ‘Son’ to Deliver only False Promises. As the World descends into
Chaos by the day, by design, their coming ‘Beast’ will be then bringing ‘Peace and
Security’ as he Unites the Nations. However, according to the Bible, the ‘Peace and
Security’ will be predicated on every Human opting-in. And this means Hybridization.
Realize that this Hybridization has already started. It is taking place now. How? By way
of 1 COVD Injection at a time. With all that mRNA and Graphene Oxide, it is fusing Man
with Machine at the DNA level. And? Well, it would be one thing if all the benefits of
such Technology would be ‘Organic’, Safe and Effective and for noble purposes. It is
not. COVID id being used to Contaminate, Control and Cull Humanity with. And those
not opting-in, will eventually have to be dealt with. No descent will be tolerated or
accepted. It is a matter of Life and Death now, and increasingly becoming dire by the
day. The Luciferian Plan is to eventually corral all of Humanity into those having his
Mark and those without it. There cannot be no other ‘LORD and Savior’ than the Beast.
In fact, thanks to the Noahide Laws that will be in force in the coming Order, anyone
ascribing Jesus as LORD, Savior, and GOD, will be punished. How? By decapitation.
And more precisely, Death to those refusing their Pharmakeía Medical Sorcery will
come by Guillotine. Or those who will Believe and Trust in Jesus as only LORD and
Savior. And those not adhering to the Noahide Laws? The Talmud clearly states that
there is a Penalty for such ‘Blasphemy’, that Jesus is GOD. ‘One additional element of
greater severity is that Violation of any one of the 7 Laws subjects the Noahide to
Capital Punishment by Decapitation. (Sanh. 57A)’. The-Ancient-of-Days.com.
Multitudes of People will actually desire and seek the Salvation the coming AntiChrist
Beast will be offering, which is ‘Amazing’. The Price? One’s Eternal Soul. And that will
be solidified by accepting, willfully his Mark, Number or Name on one’s Right Hand or
Forehead. This action will be touted as doing one’s part to secure ‘International Peace
and Security’. Thus, given the Demonic Nature of the United Nations, it makes perfect
sense that they would have a ‘Beast’ that looks like it came out from the pages of Daniel
7 and Revelation 13. Realize that the United Nations has been, is and will be a major
player in events that are preparing themselves right now to take place, and indeed have
already begun for their Door and Debut to finally come to fruition.
The United Nations was founded in 1945 after World War 2 by 51 countries, ‘Committed
to Maintaining International Peace and Security’. So, now they have erected their
‘Guardian of Peace and Security’ because Guardians are stationed at Doors. But it is
not ‘Peace and Security’ for a safer Humanity. No. It for their own Kind, for their
AntiChrist. Consider in closing how this Statue is admitted to be a ‘Guardian’. Guardians
or Sentinels are stationed where? At a Door, a Portal, a Star Gate. Such as are, for
example Orion and Ophiuchus in the Astronomical Sense. Or the Flaming Cherubim at
the Door of Paradise.
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There is Hercules at the Pillars of the entrance to the Mediterranean, etc. What one is
suggesting is that this ‘Guardian’ was deliberately and intentionally placed there to
herald and AntiChrist Beast about to come through the Door and be Debuted. The
groundwork was already laid around the World, literally. With the Replicas of the Gate of
Ba’al, the excuse was that the ‘Door’ was an Archaeological Marvel that brought to the
forefront of the World the plight of the War Zone in Syria. If the War in Syria would be
desired to be stopped, the Luciferians would have made sure of that.
No, like COVID, the Door of Ba’al were positioned as Star-Gates all over the World to
Triangulate all the Energies needed to pull-off COVID with their Pharmakeía of Medicine
Sorcery. It has been their God, Mercury who has given them the Power to do so as
Lucifer’s Minions are given control of the Money Supply, Medicine, Media, Music and
Military to do it with. It is a Mass Psychosis in the making and it is working. Although the
full-on effect, their Door and Debut of Lucifer’s Hybrid Beast will not be revealed to the
World until the Ambassadors of Jesus are called to Fall Back or ‘Apostate’ first. And for
all the signaling of the Door and the One-Eyed Beast about to come through to be
Debuted, their Luciferian Minors stand at that Door, as Guardians themselves.
They, as much as the Bride of Christ are so eager to see their LORD and Savior.
Notwithstanding, so have the Followers and Believers of the True Messiah, Jesus the
Christ have been eagerly waiting at the Door of Heaven to be opened and called for.
What this Luciferian Predictive Programing is really reinforcing, is that as the time does
get closer for the Beast to Debut, so will that of the Door for the Bride. How so? Realize
that in the book of Revelation, Jesus Himself promised an Open Door, a Portal that is to
be opened for those of the type of the Church of Philadelphia.
One can read their Disposition and Demeanor in the book of Revelation, but such were
the ones eagerly also waiting for their Groom, Jesus to open the Door with the Shout of
the Trumpet and the Call of the Arch Angel. It will be at that time that the Bride of Christ
will make her Debut and be ushered into Heaven through the Door of Glory, pretty much
in tandem. If anything, what the Debut of the U.N. Guardian Statue should remind the
Body of Christ is that she has Call to maintain Vigilance. Jesus calls His Disciples to be
a Guardian, much the same; to be on Watch at the Gate of the True Gospel of Jesus
Christ. The Door and Debut for the Bride of Christ is even closer than that of the Enemy
also standing Guard at the Gate.
________________________
Main Sources
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NewsRescue.com
UN.org
Wikipedia.com
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Related Articles for further Research
#585: Who is the ‘He’ with Trillions at ‘His’ Disposal?
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-585.html
#584: EYED’ ONE COMING THROUGH DOOR
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-584.html
#582: DEBUT OF THE SCORPION KING
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-582.html
#362: STAR OF THE ANTICHRIST
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-362.html
#375: JUPITER-SATURN CONJUNCTION
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-375.html
#106: 2022: YEAR OF ANTICHRIST
https://www.postscripts.org/ps-news-106.html
Book Recommendation
Coming Great Tribulation: Daniel's 70th Week
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1312905506?tag=nice04f-20&linkCode=ogi&th=1&psc=1
Images of AntiChrist
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1008951595?tag=nice04f-20&linkCode=osi&th=1&psc=1
Videos
UN Beast Peace & Safety Statue & Jerusalem Resolution
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gi_uF984WBw&t=213s
United Nations ‘Beast’ Sculpture is a Warning of THIS!! (Daniel 7)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=syVhmRmtM_M&t=741s
NEWSFLASH: Demonic U.N. Statue Looks like ‘The Beast of Revelation!’
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQEBPw2xf3M
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